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UNDERSTANDING CNC MILLING WITHIN MADA AND HOW TO GET THE 
MOST FROM IT.  

 
 
CNC Milling requires the following knowledge to get a result. Browse the headings below, those 
indicated          are important please read them. 
 
SECTION 1: THE CNC PROCESS 
CNC milling, what is it? 
What is your design intent and can CNC help realise it? 
Basic CNC Milling processes, simple description. 
CNC limitations you should understand; before you send in your job. 
Materials supplied to us and the current cost to you. 
Access to our machine room. 
Where to find more information.  
 
 
SECTION 2: FILE SUBMISSION TO D’FAB 
Submit your files on line link to submission portal 
File submission check list 
How to submit your work; step by step. 
*File naming. 
 
SECTION 3: FILE PREPARATION AND FORMATS 
How to prepare your files so we can use them, these are the only file types we accept... 
.3dm (Rhinoceros, curves, solids, surfaces)  
.sldprt (Solidworks,solids with some curves)  
.step (ap 214) (generic solids, with layers)  
.stl (generic mesh)  
.dxf ( Autodesk, curves)  
.ai (Adobe Illustrator, curves)  
.pdf (Adobe) 
Example files of previous jobs, set up correctly. 
Problems with files extracted from Geo-survey software. 
 
SECTION 4: JOB SCHEDULES 
Our timetable: important dates you need to know. 
How we schedule jobs, and common reasons for rejection. 
Lead times, and how you can help make them shorter. 
 
SECTION 5: OUR MACHINES: SPECIFIC CAPABILITIES 
Our machines, what can they do? 
Cutting tool library. 
Why are some tools metric and some imperial? 
Large flat bed router spindle head model 
 

CNC MILLING GUIDE, RESOURCES 
AND LINKS TO MORE INFORMATION. 
 



 

 

SECTION 1: THE CNC PROCESS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

CNC milling, what is it? 

CNC is an acronym for ‘Computer Numerically Controlled’. In manufacturing what is controlled is tool movement, 
whether it is an extrusion nozzle in 3D printing or a spinning cutter in CNC milling. Milling refers to a reductive process of 
removing material with a rotating cutter which has knife edges to slice off chips. This is an old process dating back into 
the 1700s. Nobody knows exactly the origins. Today we use precision stepper motors to move the ‘tool’ very precisely 
via electrical pulses. Many CNC machines can resolve to one thousandth of a millimetre. The following three stages are 
required in order to command a CNC machine to perform an operation. 
1. The part must be drawn in a CAD (Computer Aided Design) program as vectors, surfaces, mesh or solids. 
2. These CAD drawing elements are then imported into CAM software (Computer Aided Manufacture). This takes 
information from the CAD file and combines it with user defined parameters, which are subsequently converted into 
Gcode; a sequential numerical list of Cartesian coordinates. 
3. This Gcode is then loaded into the machine controller, the controller reads the Gcode and converts this code into 
machine movements. 
The programming of reductive processes tends to be much more involved than additive CNC processes. 
 
 
What is your design intent and can CNC help realise it? 

CNC processes are one of the tool sets available to modern design and production. However, it is only part of a suite of 
production techniques. So the question forms; which combination of techniques yield suitable accuracy, speed, and 
repeatability set against time (cost)?  CNC is particularly well suited to repeatability. The time taken to set up CNC in the 
first instance may take longer than a single unit produced by conventional methods. Subsequent CNC reproductions 
seek to recuperate that initial time investment. In the university setting, most jobs are ‘one off’ so the advantage of 
multiples is lost. Occasionally the burden of mounting and programming for one sample can be way less efficient than it’s 
realization using conventional machines or hand tools. 
 
Here are some common examples of this:  

 Flat bed routers> holes or slots on edges of profiled cut parts, holes or slots in a plane that is not horizontal. 
Requirement to index (rotate the stock) and re-align for something simple that can be done by hand or other 
means. 

 Lathe> simple turning of ‘one off’ parts that can be made on the lathe in workshop E1 just as successfully. 

 Cases where use of hot wire cutter for foam is more efficient. 

 Cases where insufficient clearance is left between the part and the material extents. 

 Cases where Laser cutting is preferable (very thin sheets) 

 The coding, job mounting or tool reach is not practical compared with conventional or hand methods. 
 
If we find such instances in your work we may advise alternative ways to achieve those details. 
 

 
Basic CNC milling processes, simple description. 

In basic terms CNC milling can be classified according to the type of cuts being made. This is also related to the number 
of machine axis movements required to make the cuts. An axis refers to a direction of movement, so 3 axis machine will 
move in the familiar X,Y,Z. 
This diagram illustrates the 3 AXIS movement on the Tormach 1100PCNC metal cutting mill at dFab Workshop. 



 

 

 

 

HOW AXIS MOVEMENT IS DEFINED 

(2D) The simplest cut. Two axis of movement usually X and Y (think flat graph paper on a table). Restricted to tracing 
shapes on a flat surface. Laser profiling, or flatbed plywood profiling are examples of this. The parts can only be cut right 
through. 

  
 



 

 

(2.5D)The next level of complexity involves movement in the Z axis. (think vertical height off the graph paper). Z can be 
set at any nominal height while X,Y movement happens, however in 2.5D  the height of Z is not constantly variable. Thus 
the effect is one similar to steps where the milled surface is either horizontal or vertical but at different Z levels. Pocket 
(recess) milling, and a step contoured topography are examples. 

 
 

(3D) With true 3D milling all axis X,Y,Z and possibly more are capable of continuous movement and compound 
shapes can be cut. At least 3 simultaneous mechanical axis of movement are required. Think of a three dimensional grid 
on the table surface, the tool can move freely inside the grid box, but is always held in a vertical position. More than 3 
axis of movement increases capacity to make complex objects, because the tool can be inclined. (The grid box can be 
lifted off the table and orientated anywhere in space.) 

  

 
 
CNC limitations you should understand; before you send in your job. 

CNC milling can get very time consuming to program and cut. There are limits to the resources we can make available, 
including the time of the D’FAB workshop staff tasked with completing your job. 

 Our time resource has to be shared fairly, particularly toward the end of semester. (read this) 

 Understand each machine or process has limitations on the ability to create shapes. 

 Milling is dependent on the type of tool used. Understand what we have and what it can do. Here is a link to the 
current tools available for the MADA 3 axis digital milling equipment. (link to tool library in excel) 

 Understand your material so you get the result you expect. For example, there is no point in expecting 
millimeter accuracy in foam. Long thin parts may deflect during machine process. Timber grain direction is 
important when milling to avoid tear out, and during design conception for strength. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA


 

 

 Accuracy is a relative term and a function of time invested. We do our best within circumstances to follow your 
instruction. If we are busy, dimensional accuracy may be compromised slightly, but your part should be 
useable.  

 
 Materials supplied to us and the current costs to you . 

 Students are responsible for sourcing and paying for materials. 

 You must consider the capacity of our machines to handle stock (un-cut material) of the size you supply. Find 
that information https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA 

 Your name is written clearly on material, and if more than one job is submitted which job it is for, the side you 
want facing up and grain direction nominated (if wood). 

 If your material needs sizing to fit (cut) you are responsible for that. We are happy to cut a small shape from a 
corner or end of a larger piece provided it fits on our machine. We cannot store your remaining material long 
term. 

 If your material needs to be laminated to make a thicker or larger piece you are responsible for that prior to 
supply to us. 

 Materials can be delivered personally within business hours to: Room G125 the D’Fab Workshop. 
If you have arranged shipping from an external source please try to organise courier delivery Monday to 
Thursday. You are responsible for coordinating the delivery, however advise your technician by email of the 
arrival time and date. Use the email provided on our reply to your booking. 
This is the delivery address:  

Monash University- Caulfield Campus 
Department of Art, Design And Architecture 

Building G, Level 1, Room G1.18A 
900 Dandenong Rd, Caulfield East 3145 
Melbourne, AUSTRALIA 

 This is a link to some recommended suppliers for different materials (link to suppliers doc) 

Foam XPS, premium Birch plywood in 25, 12, and 6mm thickness, and small sections of Aluminium are 
available to purchase from our stocks on the shop on the Monash website. 

https://shop.monash.edu/   (XPS) 

https://shop.monash.edu/plywood-birch-cnc.html 

https://shop.monash.edu/aluminium-cnc.html 

 Before you purchase any materials make sure the technical team have approved your files. We will direct 
you to the most convenient material source. 

Access to our machine room. 
The dFab CNC Workshop area is classified as a high risk, so only dFab staff are permitted to enter. 

 

Where to find more information. 
Resources available to you: 

 MADA website. https://www.monash.edu/mada/current-students/facilities/dfab  

 MADA GOOGLE DRIVE INFO PACK   https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0AMpdCEBTwopJUk9PVA 
Download pdf instructions and live sample files as you require, you will need a Monash email account for 
access.  

 Internet: Search for CNC routing information. There is a lot of content. 

 Make a booking for a personal consultation with D’fab staff. 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdn1VxD6vhGZgtLTE3ApXR4DvmIO3DuWS9iyzQUTbZFO74PGQ
/viewform?fbzx=-1101713691482414930 

 

 
 
  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA
https://maps.google.com/?q=18A+%0D+900+Dandenong+Rd,+Caulfield+East+3145+%0D+Melbourne,+AUSTRALIA&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=900+Dandenong+Rd,+Caulfield+East+3145+Melbourne,+AUSTRALIA&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=900+Dandenong+Rd,+Caulfield+East+3145+Melbourne,+AUSTRALIA&entry=gmail&source=g
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA
https://shop.monash.edu/xps-foam-cnc.html
https://shop.monash.edu/plywood-birch-cnc.html
https://shop.monash.edu/aluminium-cnc.html
https://www.monash.edu/mada/current-students/facilities/dfab
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0AMpdCEBTwopJUk9PVA
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdn1VxD6vhGZgtLTE3ApXR4DvmIO3DuWS9iyzQUTbZFO74PGQ/viewform?fbzx=-1101713691482414930
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdn1VxD6vhGZgtLTE3ApXR4DvmIO3DuWS9iyzQUTbZFO74PGQ/viewform?fbzx=-1101713691482414930


 

 

SECTION 2: FILE SUBMISSION TO dFab 
 

  



 

 

Submit your files online link to submission portal 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdn1VxD6vhGZgtLTE3ApXR4DvmIO3DuWS9iyzQUTbZFO74PGQ/viewfor
m?fbzx=-1101713691482414930 
 FOLLOW THE CHECK LIST BEFORE SUBMISSION  
 
CAD File submission check list 

 Have your folder and files been named correctly? 

 Are your files in one of the accepted formats listed? 

 Have you placed the objects in the positive quadrant, as well as on or near the origin point X0 Y0 Z0? 

 Did you include at least one dimension? 

 Are your objects are drawn at 1:1 scale? 

 Have you indicated the depth of cut when not cutting all the way through? 

 Have you told us what the material is, either in the file or on the submit form? 

 Have you organised delivery of the materials? 

 Your submission is placed before the cut-off deadline? 

 

How to submit your work; step by step. 
(1.) You must understand what is required in your files and get these in a usable condition prior to submission. 

Read and implement the information contained in these guidelines. 

(2.) Use the booking page online and send us your files correctly named as instructed.  

(3.) We will inspect the files and if there are anomalies return to you for correction. At the point we have usable files 

submitted we will give you an estimated turnaround time on your job. 

(4.) You provide the materials for your job with your name written clearly on them. (Read this) 

(5.)  Once we obtain the materials we can schedule your job into the workflow. Smaller and simpler will be easier to 

slot into the workflow. 

(6.) Once the job has been cut we will advise you via email. You must collect in person from BLG G, room 118A. 

 

File naming: 

Send us a Zipped folder containing your files. Use your email address to name the folder followed by the project 
name you give it. Individual files inside the folder need to have your name of the project name contained within them. If 
you send updated files add a version number as well. Example :- 

Folder name:  igor.zan@student.monash.edu_ scooter. 

 

File names:   igor.zan_wheels 

        Igor.zan_ fueltank 

         Igor.zan_light Version 2 

 

Files not named with these conventions will be returned. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdn1VxD6vhGZgtLTE3ApXR4DvmIO3DuWS9iyzQUTbZFO74PGQ/viewform?fbzx=-1101713691482414930
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdn1VxD6vhGZgtLTE3ApXR4DvmIO3DuWS9iyzQUTbZFO74PGQ/viewform?fbzx=-1101713691482414930


 

 

 
 

 

SECTION 3: FILE PREPARATION AND FORMATS 

  



 

 

 
How to prepare your files so we can use them, these are the only file types we accept... 

IMPORTANT. We rely on your files to process your job. If your files are deficient this will delay your work or make it 
impossible to process. Please spend the time to get your files correctly presented before you submit them. We cannot 
schedule your job until we have workable files. Look through our selection of sample job files included in this package. 
(There are instructions on obtaining and using Rhinoceros 3d software as a viewer. (here: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA). Use a file type compatible with your 
process, 2D, 2.5D, or 3D read on below. 

Find a detailed description on how to set up your files: 

here for 2 and 2.5D https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA 

here for 3D. https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA 

 

FILE TYPES FOR 3D SURFACE, ROUNDED SHAPES. (such as, product models, furniture components, topography) 

The best file types retain geometric mathematical descriptions of the model. We can do more with these file types during 
processing and they maintain better accuracy. Mesh files like .stl while good for 3d printing can be problematic when it 
comes to 3d milling. They can be used provided some conditions are satisfied. 
Always draw at 1:1 scale in model space, and provide us with at least one dimension. 

 

 

.3dm (Rhinoceros, curves, solids, surfaces)  

We prefer this file format when possible. We can extract curves from surfaces and edges, which are used to confine 
machining operations to defined areas. These are called region curves. Generally we will make these for you, but don’t 
let that stop you from creating your own. Models should be closed watertight shells without unnecessary internal 
structure. Useful for 3d, 2.5d, and 2d strategies, but be aware of the differences in file content required between them. 
Will import direct into V Carve and Sprutcam. 

 

 

.sldprt (Solidworks, solids with some curves)  

In general the same set up applies to Solidworks and Rhino files, so by browsing through the included files you can get 
an idea of how to set up .sldprt files. One thing to note is the 3d space in Solidworks doesn’t follow Cartesian convention, 
specifically Z is along a horizontal axis and not vertical. This can be adjusted for by placing the base/top of your model 
on the front plane. Useful for 3d models for 3d machine strategies. Will import direct into Sprutcam. 

 

 

.step (ap 214) (generic solids, with layers) 

.step files were created as an ISO format to translate information between 3d modeling software with an open license. 
They retain full geometric information, and most modeling software can export to .step or .stp. version 214 retains layers 
and colours so is preferable to the earlier 203 version if possible. Models should be closed watertight shells without 
unnecessary internal structure. Useful for 3d models for 3d machine strategies. Will import direct into Sprutcam. 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA


 

 

 

.stl (generic mesh)  

If you have a scan result or similar it will most likely be a mesh file. If this cannot be converted into surface or solid model 
we can work with .stl but have these limitations. 

 Resolution: what you see in flat shaded mode (render mesh hugs the wireframe) on your screen is what the 
part will look like. We cannot increase the resolution. 

 100mb is the maximum file size. 

 Odd bits of untrimmed or internal mesh can upset our CAM programs. The mesh must be clean and watertight. 

 We cannot extract curves, or in other ways control the tool movements. 
Models should be closed watertight shells without unnecessary internal structure. Useful for 3d models for 3d 
machine strategies. It will import direct into V Carve and Sprutcam. 

 

FILES FOR 2.5D AND 2D SHEET PROCESSING. (flat sheet work, like plywood or orthogonal parts from aluminium flat) 

These strategies don’t necessarily require a 3d model, only vector line work. This line work can be extracted from a 3d 
model or drawn direct as 2d curves in Adobe Illustrator or a 2d drafting program. The layers in these files mean 
something specific so please structure your files similar to the examples given in sample files. Usually the lines will be 
closed polylines, please join open curves. Useful for flat sheet work, and orthogonal parts. 

 

 

.3dm (Rhinoceros, curves)  

Rhino can be supplied with just vectors, or vectors plus a model. Only supply the model if your parts are complex to 
understand and make sure it’s on a separate layer so we can turn it off.  Use the layers and layer names to denote 
inside, and outside profiles, or pockets. Provide a depth for pockets. Will import direct into V Carve and Sprutcam. 

 

 

.dxf ( Autodesk, curves)  

.dxf is a proprietary file type created by Autodesk, of AutoCad fame to allow the transfer of vector line work between their 
softwares. It has been adopted by industry as a standard format and nearly all modelling or drafting software can export 
to .dxf. Use the layers and layer names to denote inside, and outside profiles, or pockets. Provide a depth for pockets. 
Useful for 2.5d and 2d machine strategies. It will import direct into V Carve and Sprutcam. 
 

 

.ai (Adobe Illustrator, curves) 
Adobe Illustrator files are a common file format for laser printing. We can accept .ai files containing vectors coloured 
according to the function they represent. Typically you will have a different colour for pockets, inside profiles and outside 
profiles. You need to notate the depths of pockets and the meaning of the colours. You must include a dimension on 
your drawing as the scale is lost during translation into engineering software. Useful for 2 and 2.5D strategies. Will import 
direct to V Carve. 
 
.pdf and JPEG 
These are sometimes useful as descriptive documents to accompany your working files if the project is complicated or 
needs visualisation. We will request these if we need them. 



 

 

 

Example files of previous jobs, set up correctly 
Please open and look at a few example files of different types to get an idea of our requirements. The files describe our 
requirements. https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ut_A3zkOj9qofUDze7LSfH05HcdiRZlq  

If you’re new to Rhino here is how to navigate inside Rhino files follow this link 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA 

 

 
Problems with files extracted from Geo-survey software. 
We are requested to cut model topography for architectural or civil projects regularly. This is possible, but there can be 
translation issues between software designed for surveying and that designed for engineering. Often, they will not 
transfer without corruption, loss of scale, or render mesh issues. Usually, when extracting mesh for small areas (a few 
meters) in geo-survey software, the mesh is too coarse and doesn’t contain enough resolution for CNC process. 
Conversely, very large areas may contain so many polygons the file is enormous. We have a 100mb limit. Another 
common issue is the surface you want cut, is drawn way off the origin point of the model space in the original file (maybe 
several kilometres) but engineering software is rarely more than several meters usually less. We can’t locate the parts in 
the file. Please export your surface into one of the file types listed above and move content to the origins of the model 
space. X0 Y0 Z0. Apply other requested criterion to the file set up before sending it to us. We will let you know if we have 
problems opening or reading it. Please contact us for advice if things are behaving badly. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ut_A3zkOj9qofUDze7LSfH05HcdiRZlq
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA


 

 

 

SECTION 4: JOB SCHEDULES 

 

  



 

 

Our timetable: important dates you need to know. 

We have projects coming into our office from post graduate, undergraduate, and sometimes visiting artists or academics. 
Expect long lead times towards the end of semester because D’fab Workshop gets very busy. 

Student work: The D’FAB CNC processing workshop accepts student work from the start of classes at the beginning of 
semester until the cut-off dates for submitting work before the end of semester, under normal circumstances. 

Cut off dates, Semesters one and two (the week count starts at the beginning of classes.) 

 Cut-off date for submitting new work. End of week 10. 

 Cut-off date for submitting final files for processing. End of week 12. 

 Workshop closes end of week 14. 

 We reserve the right to move these dates forward if demand is very high. 

Definitions:  

 Submitting new work means; you have submitted your request to D’Fab and received advice from D’Fab staff 
as to the feasibility of your project. You should have a clear understanding of your intended project and be able 
to communicate that with us. Preliminary CAD models and drawings are helpful. 

 Submitting final files means; you have sent D’Fab the final model(s) or drawings for manufacture. From this 
date we might not be able to accommodate late modifications to your design.  

 Workshop closure, we can no longer process work. 
 
 
How we schedule jobs, and common reasons for rejection. 
We attempt to accommodate all correctly presented requests in a reasonable time. D’Fab will prioritise undergraduate 
work towards the end of semesters, which begins to fill our calendar from about week 11 onwards. During the period 
week 11 to 15 we may not be able to undertake postgraduate projects or extra projects. Conversely, early in semester, 
or periods beyond week 14/15 or in non- teaching periods priory is given to postgraduate work and external projects. 
Please plan accordingly. These dates are representative of a normal teaching year. 

When we schedule our workload the most difficult and restrictive aspect of our workflow is staff time to both create the 
code then operate the equipment. CNC milling is technically intensive to set up, and by no means an automated process 
for one off jobs. We can only schedule jobs once we have a workable file(s) the material and a timeslot large enough 
to run the job. 

Here is a diagram simulating our schedule process.  

 

We cut work that is ready to process in the order that best makes use of our time, not necessarily in the order we receive 
the files from you. A chronological consideration is secondary. 



 

 

This means: 

 if your job is large and complicated, requiring much planning, CAM work, rotation on the machines or other 
confounding factors, the time block will be large and we will have difficulty placing it in our workflow. Expect 
lead times of 2 weeks or more. 

 If your job is simple, small, one side up then we can slot it in earlier, and lead times might be only a few days. 

Consider this when you are thinking of engaging our support, a two week plus lead time at end of semester is not 
uncommon. You have been warned. 

 

Lead times, and how you can help make them shorter. 
As expressed above we need complete files, the material and a timeslot in our calendar to produce your project. You 
can help yourself to shorten the lead times by; 

 Get in early. Don’t be in the last minute rush. 

 Make sure your files are compliant. 

 Simpler equals earlier. 

 Organize your material so its supply doesn’t hold up your booking. 
  



 

 

SECTION 5: OUR MACHINES: SPECIFIC 

CAPABILITIES 
  



 

 

Our machines, what can they do? 

Find this link to Google drive for the maximum material sizes of MADA digital CNC mill machines. 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA for flat bed machines 
 

Cutting tool library. 
Here is a table of the actual cutting tools available on the MADA digital CNC 3 axis mill machines. It is helpful to know 
the size of the tools when considering design and hence manufacture of that design. The tool must fit inside the feature 
you want to machine. Design to the tools available. 
(link to excel tool library) https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA 

   

Why are some tools metric and some imperial? 
Since Australia adopted metric systems back in the 1960s we nearly always use those systems now. For engineering 
applications metric tools are readily available. In the wood working realm it’s more mixed up. Router bits (tools) for timber 
are available in a much wider range of shapes and sizes if imperial sizes are considered. That’s why our tool library for 
timber working on the large flat-bed CNC are mainly imperial sizes. The imperial size and its nearest metric equivalent 
are listed below, along with a recommended clearance in your drawing to enable the imperial size tool into your work. 

TOOL CHART IMPERIAL Imperial size in mm Nearest Metric equivalent Recommended drawing 
clearance 

1/8”   (inches) 3.14 3 3.25 

¼”  6.35 6 6.5 

3/8” 9.53 10 10 

½” 12.7 12 12.8 

    

 

Large flat bed router, spindle head model 
 

 
 
Deep cuts on the large flatbed router where the depth exceeds 100mm in Z we recommend you download this model of 
the spindle head, and paste it into your working drawing. Look up the available tools from the library and find a tool that 
will cut your work; find the tool projection figure from the chart. Modify the spindle head model so that the tool projection 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12_YNaU2JwKX_INyXcmoiS3sMUuOS3fxA


 

 

matches the number you have found (red in above illustration). Now reposition the entire spindle head over any deep 
cuts. Look for clashes between your work and the machine parts. The dark grey areas are flexible bristle and can mildly 
touch your work. If you not confident of clearance arrange to come and see us with a copy of your file.  

 

 

Link to spindle head model in Rhino  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DMIecMuOkRvFPRSiaiSsRQGobW8nckCC 

 

 

Link to spindle head model in Solidworks 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1I8USSNeJW3qxi-ROyKCsKqLohciOHY5V    

 

END 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DMIecMuOkRvFPRSiaiSsRQGobW8nckCC
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1I8USSNeJW3qxi-ROyKCsKqLohciOHY5V
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